Human activities and interactions in space and time drive most social and economic phenomena. Human lives consist of activities such as working, raising families, socializing, shopping, and recreation that require resources (including other people) that are available only at a few locations and for limited durations. People often must trade time for space in movement or communication to access activities or other people. To reduce the time required for interaction and activities, humans create transportation and communications systems to increase the efficiency of the time^space trade, as well as cities to compress lives into relatively small spaces. In turn, transportation and telecommunications systems and cities shape human activities by altering the relationships between space and time in human interaction and activity participation. These are fundamental relationships at the core of human existence, as well as science, policy, planning, and other endeavors that attempt to understand individual and aggregate human phenomena as well as guide these phenomena towards more equitable and sustainable consequences.
Using a time-geographic measurement theory as a foundation (Miller, 2005) , I explicitly state the necessary conditions for physical interaction, focusing on properties that can be captured and measured using high-resolution spatial technologies such as LATs and geosimulation. I also extend the theory to virtual interaction, by introducing new time-geographic objectsöthe portal (ICT access locations) and message windows (communication events)öand analyzing their feasible relations from the perspective of a typology by Janelle (1995) in which spatial and temporal constraints on virtual interaction are conceptualized according to different communication modes. I demonstrate that detailed and measurable spatial and temporal constraints on virtual interaction can be derived from first principles by using these new objects within the Janelle (1995) framework. Extending time geography to incorporate ICTs has been a key issue in the time-geographic literature for almost a decade (see for example, Adams, 1995; Kwan, 2001) ; in this paper I offer a strategy that is compatible with high-resolution spatial technologies.
The conditions presented in this paper are necessary but not sufficient. I do not attempt to explain or to predict preference and choice among physical and virtual interaction modes, nor preference and choice among activities. Rather, I want to outline the possibilities for physical and virtual interaction. This is in the tradition of classical time geography (Ha« gerstrand, 1970) .
In the next section of the paper I provide background: this includes discussions of time geography, LATs and geosimulation, spatiotemporal constraints on physical presence, and previous attempts to extend time geography to include virtual interaction. The discussion of physical constraints comprises a summary of the high-resolution time-geographic measurement theory (Miller, 2005) ; the virtual-interaction discussion provides details of the Janelle (1995) conceptual framework for space^time constraints on communication. In section 3 I discuss the necessary space^time conditions for human interaction using physical or virtual modes. The physical conditions are implied by the time-geographic measurement theory; in this section these conditions are made explicit. In the sequel I introduce new time-geographic objects corresponding to key ICT components, and use these objects within the Janelle framework to state the necessary space^time conditions for virtual interaction from first principles. In section 4 I conclude by discussing the potential applications of the extended time geographic measurement theory, as well as research frontiers.
Background 2.1 Time geography, location-aware technologies, and geosimulation
Time geography and activity theory are long-standing intellectual traditions, in geography and transportation science, respectively. Time geography highlights necessary conditions for participating in activities distributed sparsely with respect to space and available for only limited temporal durations. Time geography addresses the simple but profound question of how participating in activity at a given place and time affects abilities to participate in activities at other places and times. Transportation and communication technologies facilitate activity participation by improving the efficiency of trading time for space in movement or interaction (Ha« gerstrand, 1970) . Activity theory examines how aggregate human phenomena, such as transportation flows, travel demand, and urban dynamics, emerge from individual activity participation in space and time, as well as the mode and route choices when moving between these activities (Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998) .
Time geography and activity theory are data hungry. Traditional strategies for collecting data on human activities in space and time include recall, diary, and prospective techniques. These methods ask individuals to remember, report, or contemplate activities in the past, present, or future (respectively), including where, when, and what (the activity type). These methods have problems related to individuals' limited recall, the burden of recording activities in real time, and difficulties in defining representative time periods and scenarios for capturing an appropriate range of activities and situations (Golledge and Zhou, 2001) . The development of location-aware technologies (LATs), such as those based on the global positioning system (GPS) or wireless communications, have the potential to alleviate activity data-collection problems as well as to reduce costs. Consequently, there has been a flurry of recent attempts to integrate LATs in activity-data collectionöwith promising results (see Guo and Poling, 1995; Murakami and Wagner, 1999; Stopher and Wilmott, 2000) . The recent development of methods to infer time-geographic entities from activity data could benefit from the high-resolution measures afforded by these technologies (see Kitamura et al, 2000; Yamamoto et al, 2004) .
Methods for generating synthetic space^time activity data include Lenntorp's (1976; 1978) pioneering efforts to simulate space^time paths from activity-diary data in Sweden. Traditional microsimulation methods (for example, Landis, 1994; Landis and Zhang, 1998a; 1998b ) also attempt to simulate aggregate transportation and urban dynamics from disaggregate data, but these methods are not truly spatial: although the data are disaggregate, these methods treat space as a tessellation of aggregate`containers'ösuch as traffic-analysis zones or census tracts. The more recent development of geosimulation methods, based on cellular automata, and multiagent simulation, provide real breakthroughs in capabilities for modeling human activities at high spatiotemporal resolutions, potentially leading to better understanding of how aggregate patterns such as traffic, travel demands, and urban dynamics emerge from individual decisions and adjustments (Benenson and Torrens, 2004) . In recent years there has been substantial progress in individual-level agent-based simulations of travel and activity behavior (see, for example, Batty et al, 2003; Cetin et al, 2002; Raney et al, 2003; Veldhuisen et al, 2000) , as well as the integration of static agents (such as cellular automata) and mobile agents (such as multiagent simulation) within a common framework (see Torrens and Benenson, 2005) . These efforts could benefit from a high-resolution theory of spatiotemporal constraints on human interaction to help formulate and manage bottom-up models of transportation, communication, and urban systems.
Although the benefits of people-based approaches are enormous, the potential abuses of LATs and related methods are also significant. LATs and their use in location-based services (LBS) imply near-continuous tracking of individuals in real time (see Hjelm, 2002) . Geosimulation methods could be used to infer details of an individual's life from census, marketing, and personal data. Although these data certainly offer benefits to individuals (such as in concierge services, or in emergency response), the potential for privacy violation is considerable. This reinforces rather than negates the need for research on fine-grained human interaction in space and time. It is likely that governments, the private sector, and individuals will develop techniques that exploit the obvious properties of LAT-based or LBS data; some may have questionable or ill intent. Locational privacy is an emerging concept that suggests that individuals have rights to their signature in space and time (Armstrong, 2002; Armstrong et al, 1999) . A rigorous, high-resolution theory of human interaction that accounts for these LATs and related technologies can empower privacy efforts by providing a theoretical base for techniques that can analyze the trade-offs between locational privacy and the quality of LBS queries as well as the scientific and marketing data extracted from LATs.
Space^time constraints on physical presence
In this section I outline the time-geographic measurement theory presented earlier (Miller, 2005) . This theory is purely physical: it does not recognize the ability to interact virtually through ICTs. Later in this paper, after highlighting the spatiotemporal conditions for physical interaction implied by the measurement theory, I will extend the theory to encompass virtual interaction.
The time-geographic measurement theory requires the following assumptions. First, the n-dimensional space is a metric: shortest paths obey the properties of identity, nonnegativity and triangular inequality. In time geography we are mostly concerned with one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or three-dimensional space, although the measurement theory is not limited to low-dimensional spaces. The onedimensional version can be mapped to networks by the use of shortest-path trees, and the two-dimensional and three-dimensional versions correspond to planar and natural spaces, respectively. Second, a perfect but finite instrument measures the time-geographic entities in the real world: location recording occurs at discrete moments and generates a finite sequence of spatial coordinates strictly ordered by time. This assumption is consistent with the observation of space^time activities by the use of LATs as well as their generation by the use of computational forms: both sources are discrete and finite (although high-speed recording or computation can approximate continuous timeöa possibility allowed by the measurement theory). Each measurement is perfect, meaning that it contains no error or uncertainty. This is consistent with the goals of a measurement theory; a worthwhile research frontier is to extend the time-geographic theory to include error and uncertainty as well as privacy techniques that can exploit intentional error and uncertainty.
Space^time path
A space^time path traces the movement of an individual in space with respect to time. In the measurement theory, a path consists of two components: a list of measured control points strictly ordered by time; and inferred path segments between temporally adjacent control points:
where c i is a control point: a measured location in n-dimensional space at t i (an instant in time),
C is a temporal list of control points,
S ij (t ) is the inferred path segment between temporally adjacent control points,
a is the location parameter for inferred path segment, a function of elapsed time in the temporal interval between adjacent control points,
v ij is the inferred velocity between temporally adjacent control points, Figure 1 illustrates the analytical definition of the space^time path. A piecewise linear path is consistent with classical time geography, but implies unnatural behaviors such as instantaneous turns and velocity changes. However, as the temporal sampling rate approaches continuous time,
approaches a continuous curve consistent with physical theory: the control points become arbitrarily close in time and space and the velocities become arbitrarily close to instantaneous. An open and valuable research question is to derive a field-based time geography consistent with the continuous velocities fields in spatial field theory (Angel and Hyman, 1976; Puu and Beckmann, 1999) .
Space^time paths can converge so that some shared activities can be conducted. These bundles reflect the necessary condition of physical proximity in space for some duration in time in order to conduct many types of shared activities. Bundles are discussed below in the development of necessary space^time conditions for physical interaction.
Space^time prism
The space^time prism measures the spatiotemporal limits of reachability or physical accessibility of an individual given one or more space^time anchors, the maximum velocity of physical movement, and the minimum time required for some activity. Space^time anchors represent fixed activities, such as home and work: that is, activities that are relatively difficult to reschedule or relocate. Space^time anchors condition physical accessibility by compelling where and when discretionary travel and activities must start and end, whereas travel velocities determine the trading of time for space in movement between anchors and discretionary activity locations.
The measurement-theory representation of the space^time prism is based on the insight that its spatial extent at any given instant in time is the intersection of simple and compact spatial sets. At any time t, t P (t i , t j ), the space^time prism anchored by control points c i (t i ), c j (t j ) given a maximum travel velocity v ij is: Necessary space^time conditions for human interactionwhere
Term f i (t ) is the future disc: the locations that can be reached from x i by the end of the time interval (t i , t ]; p j (t ) is the past disc: the locations that can reach x j given the remaining time interval [t, t j ) (these sets are referred to as`discs' as they are compact spatial sets consisting of all locations within a fixed distance of a point); g ij is the geo-ellipse: it constrains the prism locations to account for any stationary activity time a ij during the time interval. It is equivalent to the potential path area of classical time geography. I refer to this as an ellipse as it consists of all locations within a fixed distance of two locations. Figure 2 illustrates the space^time prism at a given moment in time as the intersection of these three sets.
The spatial sets illustrated in figure 2 are equivalent to simple geometric forms. The future and past discs are lines in one spatial dimension, circles in two dimensions, and spheres in three dimensions. The geo-ellipse is a line, ellipse, and ellipsoid in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, respectively. Calculating the intersections of lines, circles, spheres, ellipses, and ellipsoids in low dimensional space is tractable: analytical and efficient, robust, numeric solutions are available (see Miller, 2005) . Moreover, it is easy to simplify the calculations by noting that the three sets can completely encompass each other at different time subintervals during the existence of the prism. One can easily solve for the boundaries within the time interval (t i , t j ) to determine subintervals when one or more of the sets is completely encompassed by other sets and therefore can be ignored. Figure 3 illustrates the subintervals for a general space^time prism. Table 1 summarizes the cases for this prism. Appendix A provides the equations determining the subinterval boundaries based on the space^time anchors of the prism and the travel velocity.
Stations
A station is a location where paths can bundle for some activity. This usually corresponds to a designated location such as a retail outlet, office, or home. A station r is designated by a spatial location x r and a list of ordered pairs of time points indicating the start and end times for operation: are the time intervals when the station is available (defined by start and stop times). The available time intervals of a station are referred to as its operating spans. Space^time paths can bundle at stations for shared activities only during its operating spans (essentially, the station exists only during operating spans). This definition can easily be extended to mobile stations: these comprise a type of space^time path where there is a location associated with each temporal boundary defining open spans: that is, these boundaries are control points for the path. Additional control points can be defined to track movement during operating spans.
Space^time constraints on telepresence
Extending time geography to encompass virtual interaction has been an active research frontier for almost a decade. Adams (2000) developed extensibility diagrams to represent visually the relationships between physical and virtual interaction. A conceptual framework by Kwan (2001) provides a foundation for understanding behavior and interaction both within physical and within virtual modes. Batty and Miller (2000) discussed correspondences among representations of geographic and information spaces, suggesting that similar tools could be used to analyze real, virtual, and hybrid spaces. Janelle (1995) classified communication modes based on their spatial and temporal constraints. Spatial constraints require either physical presence or telepresence, whereas temporal constraints require either synchronous or asynchronous communication. This leads to four Janelle-modes as indicated in table 2 (over). Synchronous presence (SP) corresponds to face-to-face interaction: this requires coincidence both in time and in space. Synchronous telepresence (ST) requires only coincidence in time: telephones, radio, and instant messaging services allow individuals to communicate among different places but only at the same time. Asynchronous presence (AP) requires coincidence in space but not time: examples include notes left on a refrigerator or Figure 3 . Temporal subintervals for calculating the space^time prism (Miller, 2005) . Table 1 . Prism solution with respect to temporal subintervals in figure 3.
Time interval
Prism solution a
office door. Asynchronous telepresence (AT) does not require coincidence in space and time: this mode includes printed media, e-mail, text messages, and webpages.
In this paper, I will add analytical rigor to the conceptual typology shown in table 2 by extending the time-geographic measurement theory to encompass interaction via all four of the Janelle modes. Although classical time geography recognizes communication via all four modes, theory and practice have traditionally been focused on the SP mode only.
Note that the Janelle framework addresses the inherent properties of the communication mode, not the message content nor the agents involved in the interaction. This provides both flexibility and limitations. Although the framework explicitly addresses only interpersonal communication, automated modes, such as electronic funds transfers, could be incorporated as whether the communicating agents are human or machine is irrelevant. Similarly, transformations among communication modes can also be accommodated: for example, if a recorded telephone conversation is attached as a file to an e-mail, it inherits the properties of the latter mode. In addition, as the framework does not address the message content, it does not consider whether the information being communicated is time dependent and therefore irrelevant after a specific point in time.
3 Necessary space^time conditions for human interaction In this section I develop rigorous statements of the necessary space^time conditions for human interaction as an extension of the time-geographic measurement theory (Miller, 2005) . It is assumed that either a path or a prism represents each actor, with a path corresponding to observed or predicted movements and a prism corresponding to movement possibilities. First I highlight the necessary space^time conditions for physical interaction implied by classical time geography. The measurement theory allows these conditions to be stated in a rigorous and quantifiable manner. I then develop the necessary space^time conditions for virtual interaction. This requires introducing two new time-geographic objects (portals and message windows) as well as deriving the spatial and temporal constraints on interaction between these new objects and the path or prism representing the actor. (Harvey and Macnab, 2000; Janelle, 1995 ) if: (a) the paths cover the time interval, meaning that both paths start or stop outside the interval or at its boundaries; (b) the paths are spatially proximal for the entire time interval, with proximity defined by a user-supplied threshold distance; or (c) the path velocities are equal for the entire time interval. This third condition is not strictly necessary, but can eliminate some superfluous bundles. The control points are sufficient for determining bundling relationships exactly if these are perfectly placed (that is, occur at every trajectory change), and have no measurement error, allowing us to restrict the check for bundling to these finite locations and times. The quantification of bundling error and uncertainty introduced by imperfect control points is a worthwhile topic for additional research.
The path^prism and prism^path intersection cases are equivalent. The path at any (instantaneous) time t is a point, whereas the prism is a disc, an ellipse, or the intersections of discs and/or an ellipse, depending on the prism form and whether stationary activity time is considered. Therefore, the path^prism intersection problem at a given t is equivalent to determining if a point lies within a disc, ellipse, or disc^disc or disc^ellipse intersections. These are tractable problems, particularly in low-dimensional space (Miller, 2005) .
The prism^prism intersection at a given time t is equivalent to finding the intersection between discs and/or ellipses, depending on the morphology of each prism at that instant in time. The worse case is a four-set intersection of two discs and two ellipses (in twodimensional space), or two spheres and two ellipsoids (in three-dimensional space). These are tractable computational problems. Extension to the m-prism intersection case (where m b 2) can be managed with the aid of Helly's theorem. This theorem states that a finite collection of closed and convex sets in n-dimensional space has a nonempty intersection if and only if every n 1 subset has a nonempty intersection. This means we can sort the prisms so that extreme cases are considered first (for example, prisms with anchors that are most distant), and then stop with a negative answer if we find some n 1 subset that does not intersect (Eckhoff, 1993; O'Kelly and Miller, 1991) . Table 3 . Time-geographic necessary conditions and equivalent geometric problems for physical interaction.
Actor 1
Actor 2
Path Prism
Path bundling path ± prism intersection (proximity between two paths) (point in disc and/or ellipse) Prism path ± prism intersection prism ± prism intersection (point in disc and/or ellipse) (intersection of discs and/or ellipses)
We can also define a minimum time period " t for the bundling or intersection. This can reflect an assumed or empirically derived minimum time period required for the interaction.
Virtual interaction
In this subsection I extend the time geographic measurement theory to include virtual interactions. First, two new time-geographic objects are introduced and then the necessary spatial and temporal relationships that must be met among these new and the existing time-geographic objects for interaction to occur are identified.
Portals
A portal is a type of space^time station where actors can access appropriate communication services. A portal consists of three components: (1) a source for ICT access, represented as a 0-dimensional object; (2) a range for ICT access, indicating the maximum distance from the source at which an actor can access the service; and, (3) an ordered list of operating spans when the portal is available.
where x i is source location, r q (t ) 5 0 is the range (a nonnegative real number), and the superscript indicates a specific portal. Source locations can correspond to T1 jacks, wireless access points (WAPs), cellular telephone base stations, and so on. The range is zero for wired connectivity, such as T1 jacks, and a positive real number for wireless connectivity. V q (t ) defines a disc centered on a point: this is a line, circle, and sphere in one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional space (respectively). Figure 4 illustrates the spatial footprint of a portal at time t in two-dimensional space. A uniform radius is ideal and obviously does not describe the real-world footprints of wireless portals, but is appropriate for a basic measurement theory defined in featureless geospaces. Extension of the theory to include quasi-metric and attributed spaces is an open research frontier. Figure 5 illustrates two portals and a space^time path in two-dimensional space and time. The portal on the left is wireless (that is, a positive service radius); the portal on the right is wired (a zero service radius). The extent of each portal with respect to time indicates its temporal availability. Note that the portal on the right has a temporal gap, indicating that it is not available during that time interval.
Necessary space^time conditions for actor^portal interaction depend on their corresponding representations at any given t. Table 4 identifies the four possible time-geographic conditions and equivalent geometric problems for actor^portal interaction. A space^time path must bundle with a point (wired) source to interact at any given time; this requires assessing proximity between two points (or their corresponding trajectories, as discussed above). A space^time path must intersect a disc (wireless) source; this requires determining whether a point lies within the disc at any given time. The determination of whether a prism allows interaction with point source requires solving whether a point lies with a disc, ellipse, or a disc^ellipse interaction. The determination of whether a prism allows interaction with a disc source requires solving for the intersection of a disc with other discs and/or ellipses. As discussed above, these are tractable problems for small cases and larger cases can be handled with the aid of Helly's theorem and intelligent presorting. We can also characterize each portal by its Janelle-mode capabilities (SP, ST, AS, and AT). Each portal can have more than one capability. Two portals are Janelle-compatible if they share at least one Janelle-mode capability. We can include additional mode constraints as well (for example, GSM versus CDMA in cellular stations, Bluetooth versus WAPs in wireless portals), as well as attribute space^time paths with different handheld technologies. In all cases, mode compatibility requires matching technologies.
Message windows
Define a general message window as a time interval when actors interact with portals, that is, an actor^portal bundle or intersection event as defined above. An actor interacting with a portal is a necessary condition for virtual interaction, so general message windows indicate the potential for interaction. A send window is the time interval t s [t s i , t s j ] during which a message can be sent, and a receive window is the interval t r [t r k , t r l ] during which a message can be received. I explicitly distinguish the potential direction of the communication as it is critical when determining temporal communication constraints. Also, some communication modes allow communication in only one direction (for example, pagers). Both types of windows require the same physical event (interaction with a portal) and a message window can be simultaneously a send and a receive window. Message windows are positive and finite: they are time intervals rather than instantaneous events, and can never be longer than a given operating span of their host portals.
Time
Wireless portal Wired portal Figure 5 . Two portals and a space^time path. Table 4 . Time-geographic necessary conditions (and equivalent geometric problems) for actorp ortal interaction.
Actor Portal point disc
Path bundling path ± disc intersection (proximity between two paths) (point in disc) Prism path ± prism intersection prism ± disc intersection (point in disc and/or ellipse) (intersection of discs and ellipses)
General message windows indicate the potential for interaction. In some cases we may want to analyze actual rather than potential communication events, for example, when and where a specific telephone conversation, e-mail, or webpage can be received. A strict message window is the time interval when a message is sent or received. Figure 6 illustrates general and strict message windows. Strict windows can be defined arbitrarily. For example, a strict send window for real-time communication could be the time interval encompassing an entire conversation. We could also increase the granularity and define a send window based on each uninterrupted speaking event during the conversation. For non-real-time interaction, such as e-mails or webpages, the definition of message windows can be subjective. A strict send window for asynchronous communication could be an arbitrarily small time interval or the time required to compose the message. We could also define a strict receive window for asynchronous interaction as arbitrarily small, or the expected length of time required to comprehend the message. We also may wish to choose a definition for either a strict send or receive window and impose it on the other for symmetry and logical consistency. Although arbitrary, the strict message window concept is still useful for asynchronous communication. Table 5 illustrates the types of questions that can be answered for pairings of general and strict message windows. With strict windows it is also possible to include delay time due to limitations in communication technologies as an offset of the send window (this is discussed in more detail below).
Spatiotemporal constraints on virtual interaction
Spatial constraints on virtual interaction are identical whether the message window is general or strict. Presence requires the two portals to be the same object. Telepresence modes imply that the portals are not the same object; however, we should interpret this latter condition loosely as physical presence may be met coincidently within a telepresence mode (for example, two actors can have a cell-phone conversation using the same base station). Therefore, we can interpret the spatial constraint on telepresence as the two portals are not necessarily the same. Time is more complex. Temporal constraints are derived by using the well-known Allen temporal predicates (Allen, 1984) . The Allen time predicates show all possible logical relationships between two temporal intervals. Table B1 in appendix B provides an Allen truth table for pairings of general and strict send windows in synchronous and asynchronous modes. The constraints presented below follow from consolidating the possible and impossible relationships in the truth table by means of basic logical operators.
Note that these constraints correspond to what can be concluded from knowledge of the start and end times of each message window, and whether they are send or receive and general or strict. These constraints allow the analyst to infer the possibilities for virtual interaction from the data themselves alone, without additional data or assumptions. Other external parameters, such as minimum time lengths for messages (defined in terms of portal interaction time for general windows, or actual message lengths for strict windows), could also be included. These external parameters could be added as a second-stage query filter. 3.2.3.1 General^general case This corresponds to the case where our knowledge is limited to the fact that two agents interact with compatible portals. Temporal constraints for the two interaction modes are:
( 1 4 ) Figure 7 illustrates these conditions in time with a send window used as a reference (the argument from the perspective of a receive window is symmetric, and easily derived as an exercise). The open circles indicate an open interval boundary (in other words, strict less-than or greater-than constraints), the dashed arrows indicate possible ranges for the receive-window boundaries. Necessary temporal conditions for synchronous interaction (GG-S) require the receive window to begin any time before the send window ends and the receive window to end any time after the send window begins. These conditions require the existence of a shared time interval between the two windows. Although it admits unrealistically small shared intervals, it is all we can conclude from knowledge of the window type and when each window begins and ends. Additional information, such as minimum time intervals for interaction, can be included as noted above. Asynchronous interaction (GG-A) can occur only if the receive window terminates any time after the send window begins. Asynchronous interaction does not require shared time intervals: all that is required is the existence of the receive window any time after the send window begins, even if this is after the send window terminates. This can also admit unrealistically small intervals that can be eliminated with additional information on the minimum time required for the type of virtual interaction. 
Synchronous general ± general interaction (GG-S)
Asynchronous general ± general interaction (GG-A) Figure 7 . Temporal constraints on message-window interactionögeneral^general case.
Strict^general case
This corresponds to the case where we know when a message is sent and its temporal bounds. Temporal constraints on the general windows that can receive this message are:
asynchronous (SG-A) t s j`t r l .
( 1 6 ) Figure 8 illustrates these conditions in time from the strict send-window perspective. Solid circles indicate closed interval boundaries (in other words, equivalency is permitted in addition to the inequality relation). If the sent message is a synchronous interaction mode (SG-S), the general windows that can receive it are only those that begin at the same time or earlier and end at the same time or later than the sent message. This implies that the receive window must fully encompass the send window. This is intuitive: a simultaneous message cannot be received unless the recipient is interacting with a portal during the entire message episode. Of course, the receiver could interact with the portal before and after the message episode as well.
If the sent message is asynchronous (SG-A), any general window that terminates any time after the message is sent can receive it. These constraints can allow unrealistically small intervals for the message reception: for example, the general-receive window could terminate the moment after the send message is sent, but this would still admit virtual interaction. To eliminate these spurious cases, we can go beyond the Allen predicates and derive side conditions that are evident from our knowledge of the message types and lengths. These side conditions are: Figure 8 also illustrates the side conditions. If the two message windows do not overlap, but possibly meet (t s j 4 t r k ), the evident side condition is that the general receive window must be at least as long as the message itself. If the two windows overlap to some degree (t s j b t r k ), the relevant side condition is that the time available to process the message after it is sent (t r l À t s j ) must be at least as long the message itself. Both side conditions are predicated on the assumption that the temporal bounds of the send window reflect the minimum length of time required to comprehend the message; these may not be meaningful if these temporal bounds are arbitrary.
The conditions above assume that virtual communication is instantaneous. We can accommodate delay due to message propagation by adding a uniform time differential to the begin and end times of the strict message window. This can reflect delay at either the send or receive portal, or both. The delay differential is theoretically justified in the strict^strict case, below. 3.2.3.3 General^strict case This corresponds to the case where we know when a message is received and its temporal bounds, and we wish to determine which general windows could have sent it. Temporal constraints on the general windows that sent the message are:
( 1 9 ) with the side conditions Figure 9 illustrates these constraints from the receive-window perspective. For simultaneous interaction modes (GS-S), the send window must begin at the same time or earlier and end at the same time or later than the sent message. This implies that the send window must fully encompass the received message. For asynchronous interaction (GS-A), the send window must begin at any time before the message was received. The side conditions require the send window to be at least as large as the received message if they meet or are disjoint. If the windows overlap, the residual time in the send window prior to the message event must be at least as large as the message itself for the interaction to be feasible (that is, to send the message, an agent must have interacted with a portal prior to its transmission for at least as long as the message itself ). These GS conditions are clearly symmetric to the SG conditions. Necessary space^time conditions for human interactionAs with the strict^general case, the conditions above assume instantaneous message propagation, which can be relaxed through a propagation-delay differential added to the begin and end times of the strict message window. This surrogate is justified below, in the strict^strict case. 3.2.3.4 Strict^strict case This is a theoretical case which corresponds to the propagation of messages. A strict send and strict receive window can correspond to the same message only if the following conditions are met:
)
with the side conditions
Figure 10 illustrates these conditions from the send-window perspective. For synchronous interaction (SS-S), the two windows must occupy the exact same moments in time; therefore, the received message must have exactly the same initiation and termination points. For asynchronous interaction, a message can propagate at any time after it is sentöwith the side condition that the strict message windows have exactly the same length.
The strict^strict case corresponds to a process theory that supports the temporal conditions stated above. Note that the conditions for all cases discussed in this section are somewhat superficial in the sense that they are derived directly from the Janellemode constraints. We can also derive the Janelle-mode constraints from first principles with the aid of a time-geographic argument that is consistent with the strict^strict case. Define the spatial extent of a message generated at time t i from location x i by time t as:
where v q i is the effective velocity of a message sent from portal q at location x i at time t i . The effective velocity is a nonnegative real number that is zero for communication modes that requires physical presence (SP, AP), and a positive real number for other communication modes. For virtual communication, the velocity will likely be a large numberöperhaps approaching the upper limit imposed by the speed of light. However, we designate this an`effective' velocity to suggest that it can be adjusted to reflect the actual delivery time to the user, including delays due to narrow bandwidth and so forth, rather than the pure technical velocity of the communication mode. Transportation-based communication (for example, letters, packages) could also be accommodated through an effective velocity that reflects physical movement (and related delays such as loading/unloading, congestion, and so forth).
We refer to the set defined in equation (24) as a message disc as it defines all locations in space that are within a fixed radius of a given location. This assumes that messages spread in a regular manner from the source in all directions at a uniform velocity. This is unrealistic in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space, particularly at large map scales, although it could be an effective surrogate at continental and global scales. However, the message disc is defensible within one-dimensional space as this can be mapped to a network structure based on shortest and other paths (although with packet-switching networks this could be applied at the datagram level rather than to the message as a whole).
A portal can interact with another portal at time t if the message disc generated from the sending portal intersects the receiving portal by that time. The Janelle-mode constraints can be recovered by noting the following. For modes that require presence, v
and V r (t ) must be at the same location for interaction to occur. For telepresence modes, v
and V r (t ) need not be the same portal. The synchronous versus asynchronous constraints can be retrieved by allowing interaction to occur in synchronous modes only during the time interval when the message disc intersects the receiving portal. In contrast, with asynchronous modes, the message is available at any time after its disc intersects with the receiving portal.
Conclusion
Geographic information science and technology are converging to accommodate the collection, storage, and analysis of data on mobile objects at high levels of spatiotemporal resolution. Motivated by these technological developments, as well as by the increasing mobility and connectivity among their subjects of interest, human sciences such as urban and transportation science are evolving from a place-based to a peoplebased perspective. The union of these technological, scientific, and domain-oriented research questions has great potential to create a revolutionary bottom-up approach to human sciences that is well equipped to tackle imperative questions of efficiency, equity, and sustainability in a crowded and shrinking, but shriveling and fragmenting world. Although the elegant perspective of time geography can serve as one cornerstone of these new sciences, it not quite ready for the demands placed on it by these technological, scientific, and application questions. Classical time geography is not rigorous, nor can it handle information and communications technologies in a satisfactory manner.
In this paper I present a rigorous, high-resolution, theory of the necessary conditions for human interaction. Using a time-geographic measurement theory as a basis, I identify explicit conditions for the possibility of direct (physical) interaction and their solution with the aid of data available from location-aware technologies and geosimulation methods. I also extend the time-geographic measurement theory to include indirect (virtual) interaction by introducing two new-time geographic objects öportals and message windowsöand the necessary relationships between these objects and existing time-geographic objects such as the path and prism.
There are several research and development frontiers that follow from the necessary conditions in this paper. An immediate next step is software design. The space^time conditions and geometric solutions in this paper can serve as a functional-requirements statement for designing a database, query language, and algorithms that can store, process, and analyze empirical or synthetic space^time activity data. There has been considerable recent progress in database design for dynamic and mobile entities, including humans and their transportation technologies (for example, Wang and Cheng, 2001; Yuan, 2001a; 2001b) ; still required are designs and implementations that are coherent with time geography at the level of detail and rigor sufficient for LATs and geosimulation methods. The analytic and numeric geometric solutions discussed in this paper and earlier (Miller, 2005) directly suggest algorithmsöalbeit at a logical level. Implementation challenges are closer to the machine level, that is, how to store, sort, index, and process these data efficiently, bearing in mind the high volume of data generated from LATs and geosimulation methods. There are also issues surrounding the effective presentation of these data and of query results to the user (see Kwan, 2000) . The next step after designing time-geographic software is to apply these techniques to relevant questions in transportation, urban, and social sciences. The fundamental issue underlying these questions is the relationships between human activities, transportation and communication, and aggregate outcomes, such as network flows, travel demand, neighborhood dynamics, and urban growth. Linkage between the individual and the aggregate is a long-standing issue in social science: theories and methods based on complexity and geosimulation view aggregate outcomes as emerging from interactions among individuals which, in turn, shape the conditions for these interactions by altering the environment (Benenson and Torrens, 2004; Manson, 2001) . Time geography and activity theory may be central to these issues as they dictate the necessary conditions for human interaction as well as the relationships between individual activities and aggregate space^time entities such as bundles, projects (shared activities to achieve some goal), and activity systems (allocations and adjustments of time among activities in space within entities such as a household, neighborhood, city, or region) (Pred, 1977) . The rigorous and measurable conditions described in this paper can serve as a basis for building these individual^aggregate linkages in the simulation and analysis of human systems.
As mentioned earlier in this paper, locational privacy is an increasingly important issue given the deployment of LATs and LBS, as well as the inferences that could be made when geosimulation methods are applied to census, marketing, and personal data. Armstrong et al (1999) have developed geographic masking techniques for preserving privacy. These methods intentionally hide or distort locational data by introducing controlled uncertainty: uncertainty serves as a surrogate for privacy. Bridwell (2004) has developed space^time masks using the time geographic measurement theory as an analytical basis. The extended measurement theory in this paper could be used to extend space^time masking techniques to include virtual interaction. 
